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Monadic decompositions of adjoints, as introduced by H. Appelgate and M. Tierney, are inves- 
tigated: sharper conditions under which the decomposition ‘converges’ are found, examples of 
non-convergent decompositions are presented, and the role that solid (semi-topological) functors 
play is made clear. 
Introduction 
An important feature of concrete categories (over Set) having free objects is that 
the forgetful functor U: X --, Set gives rise to an adjunction, and hence, to a monad 
T and a faithful comparison functor U, : 3~ --f Set’. Thus X now becomes a concrete 
category over the algebraic category Set’; the new forgetful functor 1/r keeps more 
information about S-objects. If U, is also a right adjoint, which usually is the 
case, then we can continue this process, forming the monad T, over SetT and the 
comparison functor U2 : S + (SetT)‘l, etc. We show that this process converges, 
under surprisingly mild hypotheses, yielding a forgetful functor U, with U,,= 
U n+l =un+2=..., either for an ordinal n, or for n = 03 (the first large ordinal type). 
Thus, we obtain a decomposition of U as a functor with no ‘algebraic part’ (i.e., 
inducing the trivial monad) followed by a (possibly transfinite) composition of 
monadic functors. 
Monadic decompositions of adjoints were, in the dual form (using co-monads) 
introduced by Appelgate and Tierney [2]. Their main result is that if X is a co- 
complete, cowellpowered category, then each right adjoint U:X-+ Xhas a monadic 
decomposition. This was specified by MacDonald and Stone [8] to 3 having co- 
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equalizers and colimits of (large) chains of strong epimorphisms. We show, however, 
that this is not true within set theory: if we want to have the monadic decomposition 
within a firm universe in which all categories live, some cowellpoweredness condi- 
tion is needed in general; otherwise, the monadic decomposition may fail in the 
sense that, at n = 00, we must leave the universe (see 2.11 below), or that the decom- 
position does not ‘stop’ (see 2.5 below). 
New in our approach is that instead of assuming cocompleteness of AC, we work 
with solid functors U: X+ .% (previously called semi-topological). These functors, 
originally introduced to capture the common features of algebraic and topological 
categories, appear naturally in the realm of monadic decompositions, for various 
reasons. First, the existence of a monadic decomposition is in principle a property 
of U, not of ~6; so sufficient conditions for its existence should primarily concern 
the functor U, not the category r% Second, it turns out that the universal maps 
needed for monadic decomposition are precisely the semifinal lifts of the preceding 
steps, and it is just the existence of semifinal lifts which defines solidity. Third, both 
of our counter-examples concern categories which admit a solid functor into Set and 
therefore inherit all strong completeness and cocompleteness properties from Set, 
for instance totality (cf. [7]); in particular, these categories still have, inter alia, the 
property that co-intersections of arbitrarily large families of regular epimorphisms 
exist, which shows the significance of our weak cowellpoweredness condition (see 
2.8 below) in order to guarantee existence of monadic decomposition (as stated in 
Theorem 2.10 below). 
Finally, we observe that if I/ maps regular epimorphisms to epimorphisms, then 
the monadic decomposition stops after just one step. This explains why, for the 
familiar concrete categories X over Set, long monadic decompositions do not occur: 
the coequalizers in AC are usually carried by onto maps. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1 Notation. Throughout the paper, 
U:tYl-+i?X 
denotes a faithful right adjoint functor, (q, E) : F k U the corresponding adjoint 
situation, r = (UF, q, U&F) the associated monad, and finally, 
u, :3G+ .!?x”’ 
the comparison functor, given by U,K= (UK, UE~); see [9] for details. 
Several results do not depend on faithfulness, such as the crucial Propositions 1.4 
and 2.7, but we assume faithfulness throughout for simplicity. 
1.2. Solid functors. We say that U is solid, if for each structured sink (i.e., a 
possibly large collection of K-maps) J : UK, +A’, i E I, there exists a semifinal lift, 
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i.e., an x-map h :X+ UK universal with respect to the property that each h .J 
carries a &-morphism K; + K. That is, if h’:X+ UK’ has the property that for 
each ieI there is pi: K, -+K’ in YZ with h’*J= UC&, then there exists a unique 
q : K-t K’ in Z with h’= Uy,. h. (Right adjointness of U follows trivially from this 
property: consider I= 0.) 
Each solid functor U :Zcl-t 2? has the following properties: 
(1) U detects limits and colimits, including large ones; thus if E is complete or 
cocomplete, so is x. 
(2) For each full reflective subcategory SJ? of Z the restriction of U to 9 is solid. 
(3) U is a reflective restriction of a topological functor, i.e., there is a topological 
functor U’ :X’-, X and a full embedding E : X+.X‘ of a reflective subcategory, 
such that U= U’. E. 
Moreover, if Z is cowellpowered, a certain converse to (1) is true: any faithful 
right adjoint U: Scl-t X with Z cocomplete is solid. Finally, each monadic functor 
over Set is solid, and a composition of two solid functors is solid. 
Solid functors have been introduced independently and under different names by 
Trnkova [ 121, Hoffmann [6] and Tholen [ 111. For the above results see [6] and [ 1 I]. 
1.3. Remark. For each object K of x, and (X,x) of Znr, the homomorphisms 
h:(X,x)+U,K 
are precisely those K-maps h : X-t UK for which U(FX) A X -% UK carries a 
Z-morphism. 
In fact, if h is a homomorphism, i.e., if h. x= U.C~. UFh, then he x carries the 
Z-morphism sK. Fh : FX + K. Conversely, if h. x = Uk for some k : FX + K in YZ, 
then k=eK.Fh (since Uk~~x=h.x.~x=h=U[EK.Fh].~x). Thus, 
h.x= Uk= UeK. UFh, 
which means that h is a homomorphism. 
1.4. Proposition. For each r-algebra (X,x), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The comparison functor U, :YZ -+ 22Y’ has a universal arrow for (X,x). 
(b) The singleton sink UFXA X has a semifinal lift. 
(c) The pair Fx, &Fx : FUFX - FX has a coequalizer in S. 
Proof. Let h :X+ UK be an arbitrary Z-map with KES. Then 1.3 implies that 
h : (X,x) + Cl1 K is a universal arrow of U, iff XL UK is the semifinal lift of 
UFX 5 X. Thus, (a) and (b) are equivalent. Furthermore, h . x carries a S-mor- 
phism FX+K iff the morphism eK. Fh:FX+ K merges Fx with sFX. In fact, 
h. x = Uk implies k = eK . Fh (since Uk . y~x = h = U[E~ . Fh] . qx), hence (eK . Fh) . 
Fx = k. &Fx = (Ed . Fh) . &Fx. COnVerSdy, if &K . Fh . Fx = &K . Fh . &Fx, then for 
k=EK. Fh we get h.x= Uk from 
EK.F(h.x) = k.EFx =EK.F(Uk). 
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Consequently, the given map h is a semifinal lift of UFXA X iff aK . Fh is the co- 
equalizer of Fx and aFX. 0 
Remark. The result above shows how semifinal lifts come naturally into considera- 
tion when the question of adjointness of U, is studied; we shall see another such 
result in Section 2. Let us observe that if U is solid, then U, is also solid: given a 
U,-sink Ji‘ : U, Kj + (X,x), then its U,-semifinal lift is just the U-semi-final lift of 
the following U-sink: 
UUW UK, ... (iEZ). f; 
X 
(Solidness of U1 is also proved in [ll].) 
Corollary. If x has coequalizers, then U, is a right adjoint. If U is solid, then U, 
is a solid right adjoint. 
1.5. Remark. Recall that U is faithful iff each aK is an epimorphism, and U, is full 
and faithful iff each eK is a regular epimorphism (see [lo]). 
In addition, a faithful right adjoint U reflects isomorphisms iff each aK is an ex- 
tremal epimorphism. In fact, let U reflect isomorphisms, and let eK factor through 
a monomorphism m, then Urn is a monomorphism and a retraction (since UeK is 
a retraction), and hence Urn is an isomorphism which implies that so is m. Vice 
versa, let each .sK be an extremal epimorphism, and let f: K --f L be a morphism 
such that Uf is an isomorphism, then f. &L =&K . FUf is an extremal epimorphism, 
hence f is an extremal epimorphism. Since U is faithful, f is a monomorphism, 
hence f is an isomorphism. 
1.6. Remark. The definition of a category [5] contains two set-theoretical restric- 
tions. If we distinguish between sets, classes and conglomerates, then (1) categories 
are required to be classes and (2) horn-collections are required to be sets. If both 
requirements are dropped, we speak of quasicategories. These are called legitimate 
iff they are isomorphic to categories, otherwise illegitimate. 
For example, the quasicategory CAT of all categories and all functors, is illegiti- 
mate. 
2. Monadic decomposition 
The monadic decomposition consists of an iteration of the passage from U to 
U,. Before stating the formal definition, we explain informally the idea. Assume 
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U= U0 is a right adjoint such that the comparison functor CT, :X+ XT0 = .Zl is 
also a right adjoint. This is, by 1.4, not a severe restriction. Then we form the com- 
parison functor U,:Zl- (X’O)‘~ = X1 of CT,. The objects of X2 are of the form 
(X,x0,x,) where XEX (=X0), (X,x,) is an object of Xi” = X1 over X, and 
((X,x,),x,) is an object of X, 0 ‘1 over (X,x0). Assuming, again, that U, is a right 
adjoint, we get U,, etc. After w steps we get a chain of forgetful functors of the 
Eilenberg-Moore categories: 
This is a diagram in the quasicategory CAT of all categories (and all functors), and 
we can form the limit XU = lim,,., X% with connecting functors V,,. : 9Tw + SYn 
(n < w). This category XU has as objects sequences (X,x,, x1,. . . ,x,, . . . ),<, where 
XEXO, (X,X,)EXr, (X,X@X,)EXl,.... Moreover, we have a unique functor 
U,:S+ Xw with U,,=Vw,n. U, for n<w. In order to continue this process, we 
must guarantee that U, is a right adjoint. We return to this problem below. Let us 
assume for the moment that U, is a right adjoint; then it defines a comparison 
functor Uw+l =X+.%&J, etc. We eventually obtain an arbitrarily long chain of 
right adjoints U, :Y&+ Xfl with connecting functors V,,,: Xn + Xm. If the nth 
monad rn is idempotent (i.e., VT= TV, equivalently, V,, I,n : Xi?1 + Xn is a full, 
reflective embedding) we have found the monadic decomposition of U. In fact, since 
r, is idempotent, the comparison functor Un+, induces the trivial monad (naturally 
isomorphic to lxU+,), hence we can put Xn+l=Xn+2=Xn+3=.... 
We also admit a monadic decomposition of length 03 which is the ordinal type 
of Ord, the class of all ordinals. 
2.1. Definition. (MacDonald and Stone [S]). U: .Z-+ X is said to have a (canonical) 
monadic decomposition of length n, where n is an ordinal or 00, if there is a chain 
~,j : Xj + Xj of monadic functors (jl is n + 1) and a compatible family CJ, : Z + 
Xj (is n + 1) of right adjoints with the following properties: 
First step. U = U, and X= X0; 
Isolated step. X,+ , = X,“,‘f, where ri is the monad induced by U,, Ui,, is the com- 
parison functor, and I/;+r,i is the forgetful functor; 
Limit step. Xi = limj. I Xj, a limit in CAT with limit source V,, j (j< i); 
A4aximality. The monad T, is idempotent, and none of T;, i< n, is idempotent. 
2.2. Remarks. (a) Let U have a monadic decomposition of ordinal length n. Then 
the comparison functor U,, , of the (idempotent) monad r, is the codomain- 
restriction of U,, to X2 (a full, reflective subcategory of Xn + r). Hence rn +, is the 
trivial (identity) monad, and we can put Xn+ r = Xn+z = Xn+s = ... . 
(b) Let U have a monadic decomposition of length 03. Then X_ = lim,,.,, Xi is 
a limit in the quasicategory CAT (of legitimate (!) categories) which entails that 
Xa is legitimate. The objects of Xm are (X,x0,x,, . . ..xi. ...)ieord where each xi is 
a r,-algebra structure over (X,X,, x,, . . . , Xj, . . . )j<; E X;. 
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(c) There are various reasons for U not to have a monadic decomposition, e.g., 
Ed is illegitimate, or, the decomposition is ‘too long’: & is legitimate but T, is 
not idempotent (and hence one must form Em+,, Em+2, etc.). We shall exhibit 
such examples in 2.4 and 2.11, but first we shall prove that monadic decompositions 
‘usually’ exist. 
(d) By the first k steps of the monadic decomposition of U is meant a k-chain 
‘/ij : Kj --+ ~j satisfying all of the conditions of the above definition except, pas- 
sibly, the maximality. 
2.3. Proposition. Let U be right adjoint such that the comparison functor is also 
right adjoint. If U maps regular epimorphisms to epimorphisms, then it has a 
monadic decomposition of length at most 1. 
Proof. We shall prove that the U,-universal arrows d: (X,x) + U, K are epimor- 
phisms in XT0 for each so-algebra (X,x), thus the monad 5, induced by U, is idem- 
potent. The morphism d*=EK. Fd is a coequalizer of Fx and cFx (see the proof of 
1.4 above), hence Ud* is an epimorphism in K Since d is a homomorphism, we 
have de x= UeK. UFd= Ud*. Therefore, d is an epimorphism (in K, and thus, in 
Rxlr(l). 3 
Corollary. Each solid functor mapping regular epimorphisms to epimorphisms has 
a monadic decomposition of length at most 1. 
Remark. The corollary above explains why monadic decompositions of familiar 
concrete categories (over Set) are usually uninteresting: if coequalizers are carried 
by onto maps, the length is 1. On the other hand, the usual forgetful functor 
U:Cat+Set 
of the category of small categories has the following monadic decomposition 
u1 VI.0 
Cat - Gra - Set 
(where Gra is the category of directed graphs) of length 2. 
MacDonald and Stone have presented categories with arbitrarily long monadic 
decompositions: 
2.4. Example (MacDonald and Stone [8]). Let ,_EZ~, where n is an ordinal, denote 
the category of partial unary algebras (X, aO, (Ye, .. . , a,, ...)i<n satisfying 
dom ai = n fixaj, 
J<i 
i.e., (Ye :X+X is a total operation, and (xi is defined on x E X iff CZj (x) =X for all 
j < i. Morphisms f : (X, cr;);<,, ---t (X’, a;);, n are maps f : X-t X’ with f. a, (x) = 
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a,!. f(x) for all i< n, x E n,,, fix oj. The obvious forgetful functor U: dn + Set has 
monadic decomposition of length n. 
In fact, the U-free object over X is just the free unary algebra (X*, (xe) over X 
(since fix CQ = O), hence Set’0 is the category of unary algebras on one operation, 
SetTo=dl. The C/-free object over a unary algebra (X, ao) is obtained by defining 
ai ‘freely’ on fix a, (since fix o1 =0), hence d1$;1 =.J&~, etc. More precisely, if we 
denote by Vp,4 : A$, + dq the forgetful functor (forgetting aP, aP+ i, . . . ) whenever 
p L q, we obtain the following monadic decomposition: 
This is proved in [8]. 
Define, analogously, &a to have objects (X,(Y~)[~~~~ where IY; are partial unary 
operations with dom (ri = n,,, fix oj for all ordinals i. This is a legitimate quasi- 
category. The forgetful functor ofdm has a monadic decomposition of length 03. 
Finally, define the legitimate quasicategory &‘m + 1 to have objects (X, (~;);~o~d u lml 
where dom ai = nj,; fix aj for all is 00. The forgetful functor of d,+ I does not 
have a monadic decomposition. But we have: 
2.5. Proposition. The forgetful functor of JR (as in 2.4) is solid (for each n E 
OrdU{~,~+l}). 
Remark. We shall prove that ~2~ is even essentially algebraic in the sense of [4], 
that is: U is a right adjoint reflecting isomorphisms (which is clear), and ~2, has 
epi-monosource factorizations of sources. 
Proof. Let f, : (X, ai) + (Y,, (xi) be a source in A!‘~, t E T. Denote by A the (possibly 
large) partial algebra on the set flrE7 Y, with the operations (xi defined coordinate- 
wise. For each x E X let A, denote the subalgebra of A generated by the point 
(ft(x)),.7. The underlying set of A,y is countable since we can express it as 
U k<w Z, where Z,= {(f,(x))) and Z k+l is the set of all a,(z) with z E Z, and those 
i < n for which ai (z) is defined. Since there is, for each z E Z,, at most one i with 
a;(z.)#z, we have cardZk+1<2.cardZk, hence cardA,< X,. The union A*= 
U xEx A, of all these subalgebras of A is a (small) subalgebra of A, thus an object 
of &&. 
Finally, the morphism e : (X, ai) + A* defined by e(x) = (ft(x)),,r for XE X is 
clearly an epimorphism, and the restricted projections pI : A* + (Y,, a;) (t E T) form 
a mono-source with f, =pc. e. Therefore, J, is essentially algebraic. 0 
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2.6. Limit steps. We turn to the question of how to continue the monadic decom- 
positions at the limit steps. 
Let U:X+ .E have the first k steps of monadic decomposition for a limit ordinal 
k. We form the limit of these steps (in the quasicategory CAT, see 1.6): 
Xk=limEj with Vki=&k+K; (i< k). 
i<k 
We have a unique functor Uk : Yl+ xk defined by U, = Vk,, . Uk (i< k), and the 
problem is whether Uk is a right adjoint. 
For each object A=(X,x,,x, ,..., xi ,... ),<k of ok put Aj=I/,,jA=(X,x,);<j. 
Recall from 1.4 that the U,-universal map q’ : A, + U, K defines the coequalizer 




Fo*o - FI*I (p. I 
A 
In general, we have the adjunctions 
Q,,VJ 
A; - U,F;A; 
FiA, - FjAj 
cy 
such that 
(a) djjis a chain, so ajj=~3,$j.8,$’ for all irksj and 
(b) &,;+I is a regular epi, viz., the coequalizer of Fjxi and E;(~,. 
2.7. Proposition. If U has the first k steps of monadic decomposition, k a limit 
ordinal, then for each object A = (X,x;),<k in ?%k the following are equivalent: 
(i) Uk has a universa/ arrow for A; 
(ii) the U-sink 
UFoX UFl(X,xo) ... UFj(X,X;),<j .*. (j<k) 
has a semifinal lift; 
(iii) the k-chain Sj’ (is jl k) has a colimit in Z. 
Proof. (i) e (ii). For each K-map h :X + UL, L EZ, we shall verify that h carries 
an Xk-morphism A + UkL iff h. V;,,x, carries a X-morphism F, Vk,i A -+ L for all 
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i<k. Let h=V,,fi for fi:A+U,L; then Vk,; h is a rj-homomorphism, i.e., 
Vk,j~‘X; = Ui&~’ UiF, I/k,i~= Uj(&~‘~V~,,~), 
and by applying vi0 we conclude that 
h. Vi~X; = V,,o(Vk,i~.X;) = U(E~.F~ V~,;~). 
Thus, h. Q+ carries a X-morphism hi : Fi Ai + L. Conversely, iff each he vioxi 
carries hi : Fi Ai + L, then h carries an X;-morphism for each i< k: 
h = h . QJx, . vi,) = b$,(U;h;. ~2,). 
Thus, h carries an Rk-morphism. 
(i) es (iii). There is a one-to-one correspondence between Zk-morphisms h : A + 
U, L, L EJ’~, and compatible families of the chain Sjj. In fact, for each h in .Ek, 
the following adjunctions 
vk. I h 
A, - U,L 
F;A; - L 
h, 
yield a compatible family. (Given i<j, 
T/k,;h=~,iV~,;h=~,i(Ujhj.rl;jz,)=U;hj.~,;rl~,, 
and this implies hi = hj. Sj’.) Conversely, for each compatible family hi there is 
a unique h in & with the above adjunctions, viz., the morphism carried by 
Uho. qx : X+ UL. To prove that Uh,. qX carries an %i-morphism for each i< k: 
Uh,.qX = Uh; CG,$‘.ylX = ~,o(U;h;q;,). 
It is easy to see that the two passages (from h to (hi)i<k, and back) are mutually 
inverse. 0 
Corollary. A right adjoint U :YIC + 5~ has all ordinal steps of monadic decomposi- 
tion whenever Z is cocornplete or U is solid. 
Remark. The first case of the above corollary can be strengthened (see also [8]). 
Note that the chain Sij above has the following properties: 
(i) ~~‘+I is a regular epimorphism for each i, 
(ii) Sjj (i< j) form the colimit of the i-chain Si” (jl kl i) for each limit ordinal i. 
Transfinite chains with the properties (i) and (ii) will be called s&regular. Note 
that each subregular chain is an extremal epi-chain, and in categories in which (a) 
regular epimorphisms are closed under composition and (b) congruence relations 
exist (and hence, regular epimorphisms are closed under colimits of chains) sub- 
regular chains are just chains of regular epimorphisms. 
Whenever A! has coequalizers and colimits of subregular chains, each right 
adjoint U:X+ .E has the first ordinal steps of the monadic decomposition. 
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2.8. Definition. A category is said to be weakly cowellpowered if each subregular 
chain is stationary. 
Remark. Each E-cowellpowered category with a proper factorization system (E, M) 
is weakly cowellpowered. This follows from the fact that ‘weakly cowellpowered’ 
is weaker than ‘cowellpowered w.r.t. extremal epimorphisms’. 
Further, if a concretizable (over Set) category has cornpositive regular epimor- 
phisms and has congruence relations, then it is weakly cowellpowered (since con- 
cretizable categories are regular cowellpowered). 
Weak cowellpoweredness will now be used to reach the last step of the monadic 
decomposition, the step 00. We can always form the quasicategory 
of all (z x;)iEOrd where, for each ke Ord, (X,X;);<~E xk. But the question is 
whether 
(i) G!Ym is legitimate, 
(ii) u, = limk.o,d uk :X-+ & is a right adjoint, 
(iii) the monad induced by U, is idempotent. 
2.9. Proposition. Let U: .YC + 9~ have all ordinal steps of monadic decomposition. 
If X is weakly cowellpowered, then K_ is a legitimate category, and U, has a full 
and faithful left adjoint (hence induces an idempotent monad). 
Proof. ForeachobjectA of Xm,A=(X,xi)j,ord, putAj=V,,;A=(X,Xj),,;. Then 
the chain Sij: F; A, -+ Fj Aj defined as in 2.6 is subregular (Remark 2.7) and, there- 
fore stationary, i.e. there is an ordinal s such that 82’ are isomorphisms for all 
i >s. By the proof of 1.4, UC$ ’ . ylio carries the morphism ylfi, . Al + U, Fl A. So, if 
we assume s=O, S:i is an isomorphism (i.e., F,x~=E~~, and we can take St’ = lFX 
and Fl A = FX). Consequently, yl:” is an isomorphism since we have x0. r& = 1 as 
well as 
Analogously, for arbitrary s we get that &, is an isomorphism by applying the 
preceding to U, instead of U,. 
Consequently, for each object A there is an ordinal s such that for all ins, xi is 
an isomorphism (because ~2, is an isomorphism, and xi. ~2, = l), and hence A is 
determined by A,. Also: morphisms with domain A are precisely the K3-mor- 
phisms with domain A,. It follows that & is legitimate, and U, has a left adjoint 
F-A = F,A, for the above ordinal s. Moreover, the universal arrow ye: = &, is an 
isomorphism, hence F, is full and faithful. 0 
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2.10. Monadic Decomposition Theorem. U: X + X has a monadic decomposition 
whenever one of the following holds: 
(i) Z has coequalizers, and U maps regular epimorphisms to epimorphisms, 
(ii) Z is cocomplete and weakly cowellpowered, 
(iii) Z is weakly cowellpowered, and U is solid. 
Proof. For (i), see 2.3. For (ii) and (iii), combine Corollary 2.7 with Proposition 
2.9. 0 
Remarks. (a) In (i) above, monadic decompositions have length at most 1, whereas 
in (ii) or (iii), the length can be any ordinal, or CQ, see 2.4. 
(b) In (ii), instead of cocompleteness, it is sufficient to assume that Z has co- 
equalizers and colimits of subregular chains. This result, without the weak cowell- 
poweredness, was stated in [8]. However, the following example shows that the 
result no longer holds without such a requirement in any set theory. 
2.11. Example. The monadic decomposition fails because Zm is illegitimate. 
Let z.B be the following concrete category over Set. One object is the terminal 
object T with the underlying set (0) and with hom(T, B) =0 for all objects B# T. 
All other objects are algebras (X,b,&)i<k, where b is a nullary operation and the 
p,‘s are unary operations for i< k, k an isolated ordinal, such that 
(*) P,(b) = b for i<k-1 and &i(b) #b. 
Morphisms f: (X, b, j3i)i<k --t (X’, b’, Pl)i<k, exist only if k< k’, and then they are the 
usual homomorphisms (i.e., f(b) = b’ and f. /I, =&‘. f for all i< k). The forgetful 
functor U: 6B + Set is a right adjoint: the U-free object over a set X is just the free 
algebra in Alg(0, 1) (the usual category of algebras on one nullary and one unary 
operation) over X. Consequently, 
El = Alg(0, 1) 
and U, : 33’ -+ .E, is the functor forgetting all p,, i > 0, and U, T= ({0}, 0, &). Thus 
U,, in turn, is a right adjoint: the U,-free object over B = (X, b, &J is 
(a) F,B= B whenever &(b)#b, or else, 
(b) F, B = (X-t X*, 6, PO, /II) where (X*, PO, pi) is the free algebra in Alg(1, 1) over 
X, &, acts on X as in B, and /3, sends XE X to XE X*. 
In case (b), II;: X+ X+ X* is the first injection, and q; :X+X*+(X+X*)*-+ 
X-t X* is the unique homomorphism of Alg(1, 1) mapping the first two summands 
identically, and mapping the generators of the third summand identically. 
Consequently, we obtain the following T,-algebras: 
(a) B 1 B for B = (X, b, PO) with &o(b) # b, 
(b) (X+X*, b, &) 4 B = (X, b, &) with &(b) = 6, where p maps the first sum- 
mand identically, and is determined by its restriction /3; : X-t X to the generators of 
x*. 
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Thus, .X2 is the category of all algebras (X, b, PO) where &(b) #b and all algebras 
(X, 6, /IO, PI) with &(b) = b (and no condition on p, !). Morphisms are defined 
exactly as in 33. The comparison functor U, : 33 + X2 forgets all operations & with 
i>l, and &T=({O},O,PO,Pr). 
Now, in general, let ~j (j~Ord) be the category of algebras (X,b,/3r)lck where 
k=j or k<j is an isolated ordinal, b is nullary, /?; is unary and 
i + 1 < k implies pi(b) = b; if k#j, then /Ikml(b) #b. 
Morphisms are defined as in $3’. We have forgetful functors 
V;‘, j : ~j’ --t ~j (j’zj) 
forgetting the operations PI, pj+ ,, . . . , and functors 
Uj : ~ ~ ~j 
forgetting the operations pj, pj+ r, . . . , and sending T to ({0}, 0, p,);<j (as on the uni- 
que object over {O}). Those functors form the ordinal steps of the monadic decom- 
position of U: 33 -+ Set. The proof is analogous to the case X2 above. 
The quasi-category 
.C& = lim ~j 
jeOrd 
is illegitimate since it contains, inter alia, all objects 
where pi are arbitrary unary operations satisfying p,(b) = b. Even for card X= 2 
there are 2” of such objects. 
Nevertheless one is able to show: 
2.12. Proposition. The functor U: 33 + Set of 2.11 is solid. 
Proof. Let 33’ be the category defined exactly as 35’ except that in (*) we drop the 
requirement Pk_r(b)#b. Then 33 is a full reflective subcategory of 33’: the reflec- 
tion of B = (X, 6, &)i<k is B if Pk(b) # b, and (X+X*, 6, /3,),Sk otherwise where X* 
is the free unary algebra over X with operations /Ii (is k), and pk sends XE X to 
XEX* whereas pi, i< k, acts on X as in B. Thus, it is sufficient to show that the 
forgetful functor U’: .93-+ Set (whose restriction is U) is solid. 
Let 35”’ be the category defined exactly as 6%” except that the operations /I, are 
allowed to be partial, but always defined in b (by p,(6) = b for i< k- l), and mor- 
phisms satisfying f. /l;(x) =&‘.f(x) whenever pi(X) is defined. Then .%I’ is a full 
reflective subcategory of 33”: the free completions are constructed precisely as for 
ordinary partial algebras. Thus, it is sufficient to show that the forgetful functor 
U” : 33” + Set is solid. 
Let (B,& X)sEs be a structured sink in 33”. (a) If B,= T for some .sgS, or if 
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for each ordinal i there exists s E S with pi defined in B,, then the semifinal lift is 
the terminal object T. (b) Let ke Ord be the join of all ordinals i such that fi, is 
defined in B, (for some s E S). Let - be the least equivalence on X such that for 
each is k, all s, S’E S and all x E B,, X’E B,, for which p,(x) and &(x’) are defined, 
one has that 
f,(x) - .I$ (x’) implies f,(P; (x)) -.& (A (x’)). 
Then the semifinal lift is the partial algebra on the quotient set XI- with & ([xl) = 
[f,(pi(x))] for each i 5 k and each x E X for which there is y E B,, s E S, with 
f,(y) =x and p;(y) defined in B,. 0 
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